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Free Must-Have iPad Apps for Primary 

 

ABC Alphabet by Little Sorter - Little Sorter ABC is an exciting interactive game that helps your child 

rapidly learn to read and recognize alphabet letters, all with just the touch of their finger. 

ABC Magic 5 Letter Sound Matching - This app will help strengthen the association of each letter with 

its most commonly occurring sound. Children can choose 4, 6, or 9 squares to work with and then 

choose whether they will match pictures to letters or letters to pictures. They then choose the correct 

pictures to match the letter or choose the correct letter to match their picture. 

ABC Magic 7 Memory Match - Memory matching game with a helpful twist. 

Alphabet Plus - Alphabet Plus combines four games into one which provides everything your child needs 

to learn the alphabet, phonics, and the sound and first words associated with each letter. This app 

includes the "Alphabet Song," a coloring book with a page for each letter, activities for learning the 

letters in sequence, and fun animated games to teach pronunciation and letter recognition. 

Alphabet Tracing - Fun train, truck and worm animations come to life for children to follow, while 

showing the proper way to write alphabet letters and numbers. 

Beginning Sounds Interactive Game - Kids match words that share the same beginning sound! Children 

ages 4 to 7 “grab” fun picture balls and drop them into the correct spots on the board.  

BlobbleWriteHD - Learn to write letters and numbers with the blobbles. Children can copy the blobbles 

as they trace out the strokes to write letters and numbers. 

Clean Up: Category Sorting – Basic app that asks children to categorize items by sorting them into the 

correct basket. 

Fisher-Price: Bigfoot the Monster - Come meet Bigfoot! He’s the mighty monster with a big personality. 

He’s happy, he’s angry, he’s sleepy, he’s fun, and now kids can play with him wherever they go! 

Learn ABC; It’s Much Time Free - The application allows kids to practice writing capital and small letters 

by tracing them. A child gets to select from six different colors to do their practice printing with, so they 

even become familiar with some basic colors. 

Little Matchups ABC - Little Matchups is an exciting interactive matching game that helps your child 

rapidly learn how to recognize and identify important concepts such as uppercase and lowercase letters. 

Mermaid Waters: Join Hana and Cory as they tackle the mysteries of the deep and play magic math 

games to rescue 30 sea creatures! 
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Moody Monster Manor - You can create your own monsters, play fun and exciting games, win monster 

merit badges, or meet the 20 monsters through the Moody Monster audio tour. Moody Monster Manor 

is a place to learn about dealing with emotions through engaging and interactive games 

My First Words – Flashcards by Alligator Apps - Add your own cards, record your own voice, and add 

your own pictures. Includes 200+ gorgeous photographs that are carefully hand-picked and eight 

different play modes to show the flashcards anyway you like.  

Mystery Pictures with Max & Coco - The app is dedicated to toddlers and invites them to discover, 

along with their friends Max and Coco, the mystery pictures behind the colored pieces of the puzzle. 

PBS Kids Video - Watch more than 1,000 videos from your favorite PBS KIDS television series anytime, 

anywhere. New videos are added weekly. 

PlayandLearn for Kids - Each game has been designed so that kids as early as 4 years old can begin 

playing straight away, and yet the higher levels provide a challenge for both high school students and 

adults alike! Includes Number Finder, Vocabulary, and Color My World. 

Playskool: Alphie - Alphie Learning Adventures includes five games in outer space and on Earth, each 

designed to teach your child valuable skills through fun, interactive play. 

Sprout’s Doodle Dots - Your child can use their noodle to connect the dots on their own doodle pad. 

Following Sean’s instructions, preschoolers can create many everyday items using colors, shapes, fruits 

and, of course, numbers to connect the dots. 

Sprout’s Good Night Star HD - Your preschooler can practice their bedtime routine with Sprout's lovable 

character, Star. Brush Star's teeth, wash Star's Face, read a Sprouterrific story to Star, and get him ready 

for bed.  

Toddler Puzzle Shapes - This fun matching game helps improve visual perception and develop fine 

motor skills by dragging and dropping puzzle pieces to match the blinking silhouette. In addition to the 

matching game, there are also puzzle challenges that appear after three correct matches. Each puzzle is 

split into four pieces and the child is assisted in placing the correct piece by the location blinking as they 

drag the image around the screen. 

Touch and Learn – ABC Alphabet and 123 Numbers - What a wonderful way to learn your ABC's and 

123's. Free and fully customizable too! Teach letters from A to Z. Teach numbers from 1 to 20. Teach 

concepts - letters vs. numbers, big vs. small letters. Teach phonics - touch the "buh" letter. 

Touch and Learn – Emotions - You can use Touch and Learn to teach basic concepts such as "boy vs. girl" 

or advanced concepts such as feelings (e.g. happy, sad, frustrated, etc.). This game comes pre-loaded 

with over 100 unique images to provide hours of learning and entertainment. 

Wood Puzzle USA Map - Wood Puzzle USA makes it easy and fun to learn the USA map, the states, their 

shapes and capitals with the use of hints. 


